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Inhabitants of the sky have their own news. This 

funny photo story will show you how this news will 

look in a familiar way for people. 
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Good 
afternoon! This 

is Sky Birds 
News and its 

presenter, Blue 
Wing.



First, let’s start with some political news. In the western 
seas, the elections of the new Speaker of Parliament have 
just ended. After a week-long of nonstop debate, everyone 

got tired and decided to keep the former Speaker.



In some coastal areas, rallies took place yesterday. The 
main demand of the birds at this time is the transition 

to wired Internet.



On major events. The great guru Light 
Four-Winged has arrived to our capital.



He's going to conduct his famous courses on 
meditation here...



... and self-contemplation.



In the food sector... This year, the harvest of 
worms has pleased everyone,



... but things are worse with sardines.



This time, our birds have to dive deep to get 
some food.



In science, our scientists from the southern seas are 
studying a black piece of iron to increase the speed 

of swimming.



And 
scientists of 

the 
northern 

seas haven't 
figured out 
yet how to 
climb up 

the tower to 
broaden 

their 
horizons.



About sport. Pelicans took the first and second 
place at the World Figure Piloting 

Championships.



The next rounds of the competition are sky 
biathlon with bombing,



... and nest 
mountaineering.



Crime news. Yesterday, some hooligans 
stuck the tails of two honest penguins 

together.



The law-abiding seagull who saw this 
immediately reported it to the relevant 

authorities.



In culture. A 
new book, 
"One plus 

Three", 
written by 
the great 
Parroty 

Redetino 
has come 

out.



This thriller is about four friends who earn their 
living by stealing chips. In this movie, one of the 

birds wittily softens the tourists up, and then 
other birds come in swarms.



This year, the Greenies Award on the green carpet 
was given to Wai Zet for his single “Fly Out of 

Here”.



Fans of the singer celebrated this event all 
day.



Art Industry News. The annual exhibition of sculptures 
has finished. First place was taken by the artwork titled 

“Small ones are more important than big ones”.



Second place went to a sculpture with an unusual 
name: “Guess the color of our chick”.



Fashion News. According to designers, bright and 
pompous shapes and colors are gradually falling 

from grace among birds.   



Practical single-colored style comes into 
fashion.



And as for bodies: the thinner, the better.



In conclusion, top scandal. At the wedding 
ceremony, Count Pengvus didn't answer the 

question of his bride: "Will you stay with me in 
hunger and cold?"



Journalists believe that the reason for this lies in 
the dirty dances, at which the bride has been 

recently noticed.



That's all for now. As a follow-up to our 
program, see the popular talk show "Guess 

what I'm hiding?" 



We'll see you in an hour. Ciao!




